
 

EDU/HUM/STO 292    The Art of Storytelling  Final Exam Essay 

DAVID HALE 

Turn this sheet in as the cover for your Final Exam Essay. 

Write an essay answering the questions, “What have I learned in the course?” and 
“How and where might I use what I have learned?” 
  
Your final paper should be 4 – 5 typewritten pages (double-spaced, 1” margins, 10 or 
12 point font). 
  
Plan to include in your paper what you have learned from your readings (please 
include in-text citations when referring to information from readings), class 
discussions and activities, and your experiences with storytelling both in and 
outside of class. 
  
Please label the following sections in your paper:  
Each section is worth 30 points.  The additional 20 points is for overall quality. 
  
·       Power and Value of Storytelling:  Think about all the ways storytelling can be 

used.  Chapters 1 and 8 should be particularly helpful.  What did you learn from 
your out-of-class telling? 

·       Folktale/Myth/Legend/Parable/Fable:     What are the differences and 
similarities in these genres?  Where do you find them? Chapters 2, 3 and 4 
should be helpful. 

·       Fact-Based (Biographical and Family) and Personal Stories:  How did you 
craft your family and personal stories?  What are the challenges and rewards of 
telling fact-based stories?  Chapters 6 and 7 should be helpful.   

·       Selection of Tellable Tales: Think about your experience finding and writing up 
the Summary/Analysis Sheets on the 20 folktales.  How did you find the 
folktales you told in class?  Chapters 2, 3, and 4 should be helpful.  

·       The Preparation for & Telling of Stories:  Preparing to tell--Imaging, Methods of 
Learning Stories, Movement & Space, Voice Potential, Setting, 
Characterization, Point of View, Introductions & Conclusions, Audience 
Participation.  Think of our class activities and information in Chapter 5.  What 
did you do to prepare for your in-class and out-of-class tellings?  What did you 
learn from your in-class and out-of-class telling? 

·       Applications and Uses of Storytelling:  Chapter 8 covers this material.  How 
and where will you use what you have learned in this course?  



 

Power and Value of Storytelling:  Think about all the ways storytelling can be used.  

Chapters 1 and 8 should be particularly helpful.   

Storytelling performance provides a audience experience as well as listening to a story 

in contrast to reading stories. The presentation of the story becomes important. The 

presentation can adapt any story to the context and environment of audience whether 

entertainment or to promote community or organizational incentives and values. 

Storytelling resurrects the ancient art and venue of community building. “The story, the 

teller, and the audience are part of the storytelling event. Where the three overlap 

creates a unique one time experience of the three together. Storytellers perform in a 

wide range of venues including festivals, theatres, schools, community centers, 

libraries, board rooms, colleges, churches, museums, hospitals, and private homes” 

(chpt 1) 

“In Educational settings storytellers enrich classrooms and school assemblies with 

diverse educational stories, train teachers, children and families the basic skills of  

storytelling. In organizational settings storytellers are hired to energize the  

corporate identity and history. They work with corporate leaders and human  

resources develop and disseminate company stories throughout the company. In  

nonprofit settings storytellers are important to establish the nonprofit goals, build  

worker community and promote funding.” (chpt 3) 

·         



 

            Folktale/Myth/Legend/Parable/Fable:     What are the differences and similarities in 

these genres?   

             Folktales are fictional tales from world cultures which includes fairytales, fables and 

parables. Myths and legends can be considered to have some truth by some people. 

“Folktales are  traditional fictional stories from around the world, fairytales are folktales  

with fairies or magic, fables are short folktales with animal characters and a moral,  

parables are short stories with a moral, spiritual, or religious message, myths are  

stories of gods, heroes, and creation and legends are stories about people, events, or  

places that may be based in fact, but are usually fictional. Myths and legends differ  

from folktales in that somebody somewhere at some time believed they were true.  

They are often considered sacred. Legends are stories about people, places, or events  

that actually existed. Hero tales may be stories of heroes within a particular  

mythological or cultural tradition, or they may be folktales with the hero’s journey  

structure.. “ (chpt 2) 

Where do you find them? Chapters 2, 3 and 4 should be helpful.  

The internet is probably the first place most of us look today, however libraries are full 

of story anthologies from all world cultures. “The richest source of folktales for modern  

people is the library, where anthologies of stories from around the world can be found.  

The internet is another good source for finding folk and fairy tales, and it is becoming  

richer and more reliable with every passing day. As with folktales, the best places to  

find myths are in collections of myths and legends from a particular culture or  

anthologies that include stories from several Traditions.” (chpt 3) 



 

 

Fact-Based (Biographical and Family) and Personal Stories:  How did you craft 

your family and personal stories?   

I used the prompts in the assignment to recall the most vivid memories of my life since 

I could remember more details of how I felt during those times. In the assignment I 

mostly just recalled the events with some descriptions of feelings. When I selected one 

of them for the in-class storytelling, I tried to remember and use some more emotion 

laden aspects and details of the settings to paint a picture. 

What are the challenges and rewards of telling fact-based stories?  Chapters 6 and 7  

should be helpful.   

Challenges are providing details of characters without lecturing or overloading listeners  

with important details and choosing topics that are inspiring to the teller to help bring  

out emotions in the telling and creating a reality in front of the audience. “Telling a  

fact-based story is not giving a lecture or reciting a set of facts, but rather telling 

something that will hold listeners’ interest and move them in some way, whether  

emotionally, spiritually, or intellectually.” (chpt 6) 

The benefits are bringing past history into living reality for an audience to help unify  

society of the past and present. Anyone who loves history and performing finds  

upliftment in resurrecting the past as a living thing. “Throughout my years, I have tried  

to use my skills to tell and teach others about culture. I also have wanted not to just tell  

but also to help others realize how important we are to one another, that we sink or  

swim together. I have tried to suggest that there is more to African American history  



 

than meets the eye. Storytelling has given me the forum to do just that. It has allowed  

me to combine My interests in history, the performing arts, and education.” (chpt 8) 

              Selection of Tellable Tales: Think about your experience finding and writing up the 

Summary/Analysis Sheets on the 20 folktales.  How did you find the folktales you told 

in class?  Chapters 2, 3, and 4 should be helpful.  

            I have a collection of folktales from India and Native Americans I have been telling in 

various settings like home school, sunday school and cultural outings that I  

            remembered and enjoyed. I selected the ones with the greatest impact on the students 

in the class. 

The Preparation for & Telling of Stories:  Preparing to tell--Imaging, Methods of 

Learning Stories, Movement & Space, Voice Potential, Setting, Characterization, Point 

of View, Introductions & Conclusions, Audience Participation.  Think of our class 

activities and information in Chapter 5.  What did you do to prepare for your in-class 

and out-of-class tellings?  What did you learn from your in-class and out-of-class 

telling?  

I made sure and used story map visual imagery to snapshot scenes of each map step 

and practiced using the images to step through the stories. I used space deliberately to 

get close to and engage the listeners. I tried to set the setting first to provide a visual 

image to start off from. In two cases I used pregame activities to prep the audience for 

the main elements of the story and push any analysis out of the actual storytelling. I 

wanted the listeners to grasp the significance of the story the way I did, on their own 

with prompting before and after the story. 



 

Applications and Uses of Storytelling:  Chapter 8 covers this material.  How and 

where will you use what you have learned in this course? My goal is to use value 

education storytelling as an addition to and focus for my music and dance projects in 

youth and adult group settings. Presently I am a dance musician intern working with 

the director of a community college dance department. I have a special project starting 

in fall to research dance activities for seniors and will be observing zumba classes 

during the summer. I have already worked with seniors and kids with percussion 

activities. The storytelling would be rest periods between different dance and music 

activities and will emphasize world cultural values using folktales and fables of interest 

to the population I am working with. The storytelling solidifies the educational and 

teaching values present in the music and dance activities. 

 I have increased my self confidence from the class in the use of stories to illustrate 

and teach the values embedded in my community projects. I was able to focus on 

performing elements I have experimented with in past tellings to better improve my 

storytellings. 


